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If G is a Lie groupoid and Y is a fiber bundle associated with G, then every section
of the Lie algebroid LG of G determines a vector field on Y, which we call a funda
mental vector field on Y. After deducing certain basic properties, we study the
prolongations of the fundamental vector fields in connection with the general
prolongation theory of projectable vector fields on arbitrary fibered manifolds,
[2], [4], and with the prolongation theory of Lie algebroids, [5], [6]. We also
develop a general point of view to Lie differentiation. Our consideration is in the
category C00.
1. Given two manifolds M, N and diffeomorphisms q> : M* -+ M, \j/ : N -* N9
we define an induced diffeomorphism ((p, ^)r on the space Jr(M9 N) of all r-jets of M
into JV by
fJ^feMofoip-1).

(1)

If £ is a vector field on M, t\ is a vector field on N and £,, t\t are the corresponding
flows, then (t;t9 t\t)r is a one-parameter family of diffeomorphisms of Jr(M9 N). This
determines a vector field (£, t\)r on Jr(M9 N) called the r-th prolongation of the pair
(<*, t\). In coordinates, if £ s <f(w) (8jduk) and fj s if(t>) (d\dtf)9 then

<2>

fctf-'s^

<•£•(£•<-•$•«)

where v\ = dtfjduk are the additional coordinates on JX(M, iV), k91 = 1,..., dim M,
s, f = 1,..., dimN. (In principle, the coordinate formula for (£, tjf can be deduced
by iterating (2) and by the standard inclusions of the theory of non-holonomic jets.)
Consider further a fibered manifold n : Y~*X. Let £ be a projectable vector
field on Y9 i.e. there is a unique vector field <?0 on Jf that is 7C-related with £. The
space JrY of all r-jets of the local sections of Y is a subset of Jr(X9 Y) invariant with
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respect to (£0, «.;)r. The restriction f£ of (£0, £)r to JrY is the r-th prolongation of §
in the sense of [2], [4]. Let
x1, y*V *,./,••• = 1,...» n = dimX , p, q,... = 1,..., dim Y - dimX ,
be local fiber coordinates on Yand £ = £l(x) (djdx1) + £p(x, y) (djdyp). Specializing
(2), we obtain

(3)
w

p,tmt,±+t,±+m+^y.^±A±,

ax1

a ^ vs*' ay€

where }>f = dypjdx\ cf. [4].

ax1 JJdypt

2. Let G be a Lie groupoid over X with source projection a and target projection b.
Denote by LG the vector bundle (over X) of all a-vertical tangent vectors on G at the
units, i.e. every element of (LG)X9 x e X, is of the form I J y(t), where y(t) is a curve
on G satisfying a y(t) = x for all t and y(0) = e* = the unit over x. Assume further
that G acts on the left on a fibered manifold n : Y-» X (in other words, Yis a fiber
bundle associated with G), [9]. Every section Q : X -> LG determines a vector field £y
on Yby

(4)

er (z)=;i( r (0.z),

7t(z) = x, Q(X) = I0 y(t), which will be called the fundamental field (or G-field) on Y
determined by Q.
Example 1. Let E -> X be a vector bundle and G the groupoid of all linear isomorphisms between the fibers of E. A G-field on E will be called a linear vector
field. In linear fiber coordinates on £, the coordinate form of a linear vector field is

(5)

«,)& + &>*£•

Example 2. Similarly one introduces the affine vector fields on affine bundles.
In particular, it is well-known that JXY' -> Y is an affine bundle for any fibered
manifold Y.
Proposition 1. The first prolongation p1^ of any protectable vector field £ on Y
is an affine vectorfieldon J 1 Y-> Y
Proof is straightforward.
The target projection of G determines a fibered mahifold Gb : = (b : G -* X)
and G acts on Gb by the left multiplication. The fundamental field on Gb defined by
a section Q :X -> LG will be denoted by QG* Such a field is characterized by the
property that it is both a-vertical and right-invariant (i.e. every g e G, ag = x,
bg = y determines a mapping a"x(y) -> a""1^), g' t-+g'. g and £G is invariant with
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respect to all these mappings). If T : X -> LG is another section, then the bracket
[QG, T G ] is also both a-vertical and right-invariant, so that there is a unique section
{Q, T} : X -* LG satisfying {0, T} G = [gG, T G ]. This endows LG with a Lie algebroid
structure, [7].
Proposition 2. If Y is a fiber bundle associated with G and Q9 T are two sections
of LG9 then the corresponding G-fields on Y satisfy
(6)

[<?y, Ty] = {<?, T} y .

Proof. The source projection defines another fibered manifold Ga : = (a : G -> X)
and the action of G on y is a mapping K \Ga®Y -+ Y9 where © means the fiber
product over X. The zero vector field 0Y of Y and oG determine a vector field £G © 0Y
on Ga © y According to (4), QG © 0 y is %-related with Qy, which proves Proposition 2.
Locally, G is isomorphic to Rn x H x Rrt, where H is a Lie group and the multiplication is given by
(7)

(x 3 , h2, x2) . (x 2 , hi, x t ) = (x 3 , feahi, x x ) ,

the product h2h1 being defined in H. Further, y is locally of the form Rn x F,
where F is a left H-space and the action of G on yis given by
(8)

(x 2 , h9 x-J . (xl9 y) = (x 2 , hy) ,

the latter product being determined by the action of H on F. Let
ha,

a, j8,... = 1,..., dimff,

be local coordinates on If in a neighbourhood of the unit and let ea be the induced
basis of the Lie algebra of H. Then a section Q of LG can be locally written as

(9)

e

= ei{xy±

+

e*{x)ea

and the coordinate formula for {Q, T} is

«

«-"-(''B-,S)5 + («'s-« , S + *^K

provided - c j y are the structure constants of H, [8]. Further, let A*{y) djdyp be the
vector fields on F determined by ex, [3]. Then we deduce by (8) the coordinate formula
ofer

(ii)

er-e'M^ + ^OM*)^-

By Proposition 2 and (11), we conclude that the mapping Q H-» QY is a Lie algebroid
homomorphism of LG into the Lie algebroid of all projectable vector fields on Y.
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3. Denote by T(g, t) the flow of the vector field QG and set y(x, t) = T(ex, *).
Since F is also right-invariant, we have
(12)

'

r(g,t) =

y(bg,t).g,

i.e. T is determined by the values at the units of G.
The r-th prolongation Gr of G is a Lie groupoid over X defined as follows. The
underlying set of Gr is the subset of all elements A e JrGa (= the r-th jet prolongation
of fibered manifold a : G -> X) such that bA is an invertible r-jet of X into X, while
the multiplication in Gr is given by
(13)

fx g(u).fy h(v) = fy[g(b h(v)). h(v)] ,

provided b h(y) = x, [1]. As QG is a-vertical, it is a-related with the zero vector field
of X and we can construct its r-th prolongation &QG on JrGa. Obviously, Gr is an
invariant subspace of prQG.
Proposition 3. The restriction prQG | Gr is a fundamental field on Gr, i.e. there
exists a unique section Qr: X -> LGr such that QrQr = prQG \ Gr.
Proof. According to (12), the flow Fr induced by T on Gr is given by
(14)

r(fx g(u), t) = fjfflb g(u), t) . g(u)\ .

Multiplying on the right by fy h(v), we obtain
(15)

fy[y(bg(b h(v)), t) . g(b h(v)) . h(v)] .

Using (13) we prove that Fr is a right-invariant flow, so that prQG | Gr is a rightinvariant vector field. Clearly, prQG j Gr is also vertical with respect to the source
projection of Gr, QED.
In the above construction, Qr(x) is fully determined by fxQ e Jr(LG). This defines
an identification Jr(LG) « LGr; a detailed proof can be found in [6].
On the other hand, Gr acts on J r Y by

(16)

;; g(u).fx a(u) - JM*)'1

W) • < « - ' (»))] .

where y =- b g(x) and (bg)"1 means the inverse map of a local diflFeomorphism
u*-*b g(u) of X into itself, [1]. Hence gr induces a Gr-field QrJrY on JrY.
Proposition 4. The latter field coincides with the r-th prolongation of QY, i-e.
(17)

/(tfr)-fi5rr-

Proof consists in comparing (1), (4), (14), (16), QED.
For r s» 1, we now deduce the coordinate expressions. Locally, we have Gj; »
» R* x Hi x R", [1], and the underlying manifold of Hi is the product of T?H
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*

( = the space of all ^-velocities on H) and l}n = GL(n9 R). The induced coordinates
h*9 h* = dh^/dx1 on TnH and the canonical coordinates on l}n determine a basis
ea9 ea9 e) of the Lie algebra of Hxn. Using (3) and Proposition 3, we find the following
coordinate expression of Q1 : X -> LG1
(18)

c

. ,

e

І ->

, _

,.«..,

+ e

.

e

.

W

+

^

, , ÔQ

J

e i + f e i "«!.
1

On the other hand, J1 Y is locally of the form Rn x TnxF9 [l]. According to [3],
the vector fields on TnF corresponding to ea9 ela9 e) are

A?± + *Jlii±
°dy> dy^'dyf

A"±

" dyf

-v>.l~
Vl
dy>t'

provided yp are the additional coordinates on TnF. Hence the coordinate form
of gjiy is

On the other hand, we also obtain this formula by applying (3) to (11), which yields
another proof of Proposition 4.
4. First we introduce a general concept needed in Proposition 5. Let M be a manifold and pM : TM -> M the tangent bundle of M. There are two natural projections
of TTM into TM9 namely the bundle projection pTM and the tangent map TpM.
Consider further the canonical involution i of TTM. Let A9 Be TTM satisfy pTM(A) -=
= TpM(B) and TpM(A) = pTM(B). Then iB lies in TVTM9 v - pTM(A)9 and one verifies
directly that the difference A — iB belongs to the tangent space of the vector space
TXM9 x -= pM(v). Hence A - iB is identified with an element of TXM9 which will
be called the strong difference of A and B and denoted by A — B. In coordinates,
if x\ X1 = dxl are local coordinates on TM and A ss (x\ X\ dx\ dX* = a% B =
= (x\ dx\ X\ dXj = b% then
(20)

A - B s (x1, a1' - 6*).

Consider now a projectable vector field ^ on Y-+ X over £0 and a section er of Y.
Taking into account the corresponding flows <pt and <p0t9 we construct a curve

(21)

t»<p7\<tM*)))

in the fiber 7*, whose tangent vector (Lp) (x) e Ta{x)(Yx) will be called the Lie derivative of a with respect to % at x. Evaluating (21), we find
(22)

Lp == (?4o - f o * ,
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where a,i0 is the image of £0 by the differential of a. In coordinates, if £ _ £'(x).
. (djdx1) + £p(x, >>) (3/3j>») and a _ <rp(x), then
d
p
Lia^ £v(X)-i (X,a(X)).

(23)

In particular, if Y is a fiber bundle associated with a Lie groupoid G and g is a section
of LG, then we write LQo instead of LQYo. Geometrically, (LQo) (x) is the tangent
vector to the curve y~x(x, t). o(b y(x, *)), where y has the same meaning as in (12).
In coordinates,

(24)

V-^tf*)-^*))**).
OX

Let T(Y\X) be the bundle of all vertical tangent vectors on Y. This is a vector
bundle over Y, but it can be also considered as a fibered manifold over X. Similarly
to § 1, every projectable vector field ^on Yis prolonged into a protectable vector
field I on T(Y\X) -> X. Taking into account the inclusion TY c J1^, Y), we deduce
by (2) (with zero vector field on R) that

(25)
v

i^A

'

+

dxl

^A

+

_^rA,

dyp dyq

dYp

provided Yp = dyp. Consider another projectable vector field rj on Y Since L^o
is a section of T(YJX) -»K, we have defined the Lie derivative Ln(L^o). If we construct conversely L%(Lno), then the vectors Ln(L^o)(x)9 L%(Lno)(x)e TT(YX) satisfy
the conditions of the definition of the strong difference. By direct evaluation, we prove
Proposition 5. It holds
(26)

Lfaj)

-- Ln(L^o) = 1^,-or.

Given a vector bundle E -» X, every element A e T(EX) is identified with a vector
tA e Ex. In particular, tL^o is now a section of E as well. Moreover, if £ and r\ are
linear vector fields on 2_, then (5), (25) and (26) imply
(27)

tLltLno) - tLjtLp) = tL^nlo .

This formula generalizes a result by QUE, [8], and includes the classical case of the
first order tensor bundles. However, we underline that (27) does not hold for general
projectable vector fields on 2_.
5. The product X x X with the trivial partial composition (x3, x2). (x2, xA) =
-» (x3, x t ) is a special Lie groupoid over X. The r-th prolongation of X x X is the
groupoid IIrX of all invertible r-jets of X into X. The Lie algebroid L(X x X)
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coincides with TX. Hence every vector field £ on X is prolonged into a section
%r: X -» L(FIrX). If ej,..., eh"ir is the canonical basis of the r-th differential group Lrn
and f = ^'(x) (d/OV), then we find by iterating (18)
i d
bV t
Vij
Jl...ir
«f s {' — . +~e)
1
. c j т+ . . . т
:
i
J
ir
J
h
õx
дx*
õx ...дx
Further, let Ybe a fibered manifold associated with WX and o a section of Y. Then
LfrO = : L^o is called the Lie derivative of o with respect to £. Moreover, if Ap/(y),...
.,., A*jhm"ir(y) are the vector fields on the standard fiber F of Y corresponding to
ej,..., ey-ir, then we obtain by (24) and (28)
(28)

t»

L^J£e-m%-..-A't

» ^ .

This formula covers the classical cases of Lie differentiation.
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